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Tableau: a Governess and her Charge
(from a scene in Henry James)
Miles was exquisite in the moonlight dancing
There, below, on the grassy space prancing.
She, above, through griffins' wings sighted
Her little warrior's parries (and thrusts) gone unrequited.
A tender hand to maiden's breast she put
Smooth skin still she felt, and stood
In feudal darkness where fantasies played
(and knights and ladies their courtly love made);
In breathy awe at each thrust and dart
She sighed and flushed at her little man's art.
Miles (the rogue) quite incognizant seemed
That one was watching whose favor he'd gleaned
With courtesy conscious and lover's art,
The still smooth skin, the still young heart.
And sudden, like the lightning of summer
A smile he beamed to the moon above her;
The sky heaved, the earth gave a shudder
of delightful pain: she looked again —
Miles was gone, tired of the game.
-Greg Hunt
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A Rejection
Stand up and gaze on me
as friend to friend, I ask
you to reveal the naked
beauty of your eyes.
Sappho
There is some other side
to pride, friendship
barely touches or need
register: the real fury
of refusal. Acquaintances
find the satisfactory level,
the proper ladder rung.,
avoids the rarity of "no;"
they don't get caught giving
more than the bare minimum.
But having given! to be stroked
into revelation
and left--still dimly showering
light on the floor . . . the face
a soft fan in collapse
without acceptance
will I be recognized?
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Oh God, no more asking
no more bending
to such shame:
to be met
is the venture,
in embrace, intense
as lovers', the body
lying somewhere
in the structure
of the heart.
-Cheryl Rubino

SPIDER — LOVE POEM
He was there a week before me
A crescent king
Opalescent
Hanging,
On the edge of autumn.
With beery eyes
1 watched him stretching,
Wind was warlord,
He, its servants
In turn, he ruled
His own dominion
Of smothered flies
Of silken bees;
He held me, too
With fascination.
-Kathie Robshaw
4

THE CONVENTIONAL BLIND PIANIST
The conventional blind pianist
like the conventional white dog,
dead on every roadway of every journey,
does not create himself.
He fulfills a design,
realizes a form
as water freezes into crystals
and as planets wheel around suns.
At the end of each number
rising to stand near his bench, he
is encircled by the considerate arm
of the M.C. pointing him toward the proper camera.
Dead eyes blinking, the pianist
smiles and waves, secure in his belief
that he supports some thesis.
-Gerald Duff
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WILLIAM GASS: AN INTERVIEW
William Gass is one of the foremost writers in America
today. His small but distinguished body of work has re
ceived immense critical praise, beginning with his first
novel, "Omensetter's Luck", published in 1966. The
critic Richard Gilman called it "the most important work
of fiction by an American in this literary generation."
Eliot Fremont-Smith hailed it as a "gorgeous and stun
ning achievement."
Two years later Gass published
a volume of short stories, "In the Heart of the Heart
of the Country", once again to nearly unanimous crit
ical acclaim. In 1971 he gathered his literary essays
into a volume "Fiction and the Figures of Life", which
displayed Gass* extraordinary talents as a critic and
aesthetician.
In the same year Gass issued "Willie
Masters' Lonesome Wife" a novella blending, as Gass
says, "story, essay, poem, play, monologue."
Gass makes his living as a professor of philosophy.
After graduating from Kenyon in 1947, he took his Ph.D
at Cornell. Since then he has taught at several univer
sities, including Purdue for a number of years. Presently
he teaches at Washington University.
His literary criticism appears frequently in "The New
York Times Book Review", and the "New York Review of
Books". His stature can be summed up in part by Walker
Percy's estimation: "a tdtally committed, totally un
compromising and extraordinarily gifted writer."
Gass has written: "the aim of the artist ought to be to
bring into the world objects which do not already exist
there, and objects which are especially worthy of love. . .
works of art are meant to be lived with and loved." It
is this commitment to creating works of art worthy of
love that makes Gass one of the handful of essential
writers.
It is a commitment to a style and a way of
thinking that is so charged with vigor, boldness of im
agery, clarity, passion, poetry, joy, and finally love,
that it literally seduces the reader, changes him, makes

him better. His is a mind so intensely alive not only to
language, but also to the infinite possibilities of human
beings, that his illuminating humanity is present in every
thing he writes.
Finally we read William Gass because we have to, be
cause, as the poet Frank O'Hara has written (of another
great artist of love, Pasternak) "if love lives at all in
the cheap tempestuousness of our time, I think it can
only be in the unrelenting honesty with which we face
animate nature and inanimate things and the cruelty of
our kind, and perceive and articulate and, like Zhivago,
choose love above all else."
Mr. Gass writes as a preface to the following inter
view: "It is difficult to answer questions like the ones
proposed with anything better than half-truths--or at
any rate with incomplete truths, impure truths, slightly
soiled truths, truths which have been slightly damaged
somewhere in transit. I'll do my best to lie only unwit
tingly."
1. OMENSETTER'S LUCK is such a unique novel, can you tell of its
earliest conceptions in your mind, and its development into the novel
it became?

The book began with the sentences describing Omensetter's
arrival in Gilean. I suppose I must have had some idea of a
"natural man" in mind, but, as is usual with me, the
sentences preceded and generated the characters, and these
preceded and generated the plot. The first words were
"Brackett Omensetter was a wide and happy man." I
remember that. It was years before those early paragraphs
began to become a story, then a novel, and years more
before Furber took over from Omensetter as the central
character. I must have wanted to write something about a
man who was, crudely, in harmony with nature. Maybe I'd
been reading too much Thoreau. Maybe I felt cooped up in
my skin and wanted to ooze out into the world like a little
molasses. In any event, each of my pieces, long or short,
develops out of some phrase that comes from nowhere and
which (in contrast to all those other phrases which come

from nowhere and soon return there) takes hold of my mind
and occupies it. This generating phrase contains a meta
phorical "idea" and it is from that idea that the whole work
eventually emerges. I brood over it; I study, work, and
worry, tease and fondle it. Omensetter's luck became
"Omensetter's Luck," and not merely a few scattered
paragraphs, the moment I began thinking of luck in a certain
metaphorical way: as, that is, a self-contained metaphor.
What generally interests me is the conceptual content
which concrete occasions take on when (and only when) they
are described in a certain way (i.e. as the result of special
ways of verbalizing the look of snow, icicles, roaches. . .
anything). It would not be wholly wrong to say, then, that
the novel grew out of the phrase "wide and happy man."
2. What were your intentions with WILLIE MASTERS' LONESOME
WIFE? At first glance it seems such a radical departure from your other
work; but on closer examination, it seems to me, to be a logical out
growth of yur aesthetic: the limits of language, the novel as a construc
tion etc.

Yes, Willie represents no departure whatever. It is
rather a restatement, perhaps a firmer one, of what I've
had in mind all along. The argumentative aspect of Willie
(which mixes modes: story, essay, poem, play, monologue)
attempts to make, among others, two fundamental points:
1. that the spacial physicality of words needs to be de
veloped in a manner which ic consistent with their musical
development; and 2. that the visual fails when it attempts
to replace language as a conceptual medium. It is, con
sequently, a very anti-McLuhan book. Pictures are fine
but you can't think with them. In making words, as much
as I was able, into things, I wanted to "argue", "show", that
works of literature are like things; that they are constructed
objects that exist in the world; and that objects (ordinary
actual physical presences) are much less interesting and
valuable than their signs. The superiority of the symbol
to its referent (technically, the superiority of sense over
denotation) is one of my deepest convictions.
8

3. In a recent article in "Harper's about your work, Earl Shorris writes:
"One who writes about fictions is best a doorman, a barker, a cawing
priest." Do you, being a critic as well as a fiction writer, agree with this?

I don't agree entirely, no. Certainly the critic calls
attention; certainly he shouts encouragement or abuse;
certainly he entices, warns, seduces; but a good critic
can also teach us how to read, not only by showing us
what there may be in a work of art which we may have
missed, but also by showing us how we may have failed,
ourselves, to respond properly to them. It is not enough
to expose people to broccoli or baudiness. One must
wring from them the admission that broccoli can be good,
baudiness beautiful. A good critic is permanently tuned
to the right esthetic frequencies. Static does not deter
him from detecting literary quality.
That's his job.
A good critic is therefore a gifted reader and a gifted
teacher of good reading--one whose commitment to quality
comes first. He does not confuse categories. He keeps
politics out of the high jump. He does not send a wine
back because he disapproves of the politics of the vintner.
He does not disapprove of passages because there is sex
in them, or because there is no sex in them; because radical
ideas are expressed, or because facist ones are; because
the work supports his favorite charity or because it does
not; he does not applaud or hiss because he likes the
author or does not; because the work speaks the truth
or does not, corrupts the morals or does not. Confusing
hawks and handsaws is the essence of bourgeois vulgarity,
and I despise it.
4. The following questions were asked of Robert Lowell in his Paris
Review" interview: "Has your teaching over the last few years meant
anything to you as a writer?", and "do you think that the academic
life is liable to block up the writer-professor's sensitivity to his own
intuitions? What is your response to these questions?

Although it may work out happily otherwise, no serious
writer can expect his writing to support him. He may
either seek to support himself with a throw-away job,
live at a minimal material level, and put his entire self

into his real work; or he may choose to divide his spirit,
pursuing something worthwhile for its own sake, seeking
to do as well as he can with it, and consequently dividing
his time, his energy, his soul. Neither is a comfortable
choice. Probably those whose identity as a writer is weak
should choose the romantic garret and truckdriverdom.
It is an individual matter. Grubbing at a stupid, nasty
job, spending the majority of your time among people
whose values are contrary to your own, whose idea of
excellence is a larger lawnmower, in a world of money
values or machismo, as a household drudge, or social
worker, or even in an area where the art you practiced
is mimic'd, prostituted, mocked--in journalism, publishing,
advertising, and the like. . .well none of these alternatives
has seemed to me preferable to the world of the university.
For all its faults, all the weary people there: those who
hate their subjects out of envy, jealousy, fear, failure,
and who fearfully hate their students, too; the incom
petents who noisily weigh down every subject like clacking
starlings every evening outweigh a tree; the rigid, tim
orous bureaucrats, the toadies, and self-seekers, the lazy
and the bored. . .yes, by the hundreds. . .and all the petty
issues pecked by petty little bills, the little piques like
small pricks, the enormous vanities which so engulf the
talents which own them you'd think a sparrow had dropped
the turd of an elephant. . .the students, too, are slothful,
selfish, faddish, sly, inclined to carry stale ideas around
like day-old lunch, aimless, naive--they are a dozen dumb
things, it is easy to make lists--but they are also charming
and alive, as a group more intelligent than any other, more
enthusiastic, and alert, with a finer feeling for life and
the rights of other people in that life than most by far-and their terrible teachers, too, are often gifted and
creative people of dazzling wit and overwhelming humanity
. . .so that in our age and place the despised Academy is the
uniy decent place to live. . .only here is there a community
left. . .a community which escapes countries, all the dirty
banners and bloody slogans, and keeps the mind and it%
values alive. Writers blocks are mostly in the writer^
and in the academic world, as in most worlds, a writers
10

problems are of his own making. Of course students
weary me. So does standing in line. So do society ladies.0
So would garment working. Individual differences alter
cases, of course, but bluntly put: the university world is,
on balance, the best world there is, and a writer who lives
well in it is simply being, like any person should be,
sensitive to value and everything that counts.
5. In your title essay in FICTION AND THE FIGURES OF LIFE you .ondude by quoting Rilke: "There is no place that does not see you. You
must change your life." I'm sure you mean this to be the demand of
every work of art; it is certainly apt in regard to OMENSETTER S LUCK.
This seems to be a moral directive, and Omensetter is certainly a novel
that presents a moral conflict. Would you comment on this?

The lines from Rilke involve a moral directive only
"indirectly" and on metaphysical grounds. Nor do these
(as I see them) suggest any moral obligation. Briefly:
the purpose of a work of art is to exist as perfectly and
fully as possible. Now anything (it might be an insect,
a wolf, or a flower) which exists fully and completely-anything which has (in this Aristotelian sense) being
is capable, simply by such an example of realization,
of shaming an observer. The maimed torso, of which
Rilke writes, manages to have more reality, to make more
difference, to be more beautiful, than the apparently
unmaimed people who inspect it, that it calls their lack
of reality into account--it shames them. "You must
change your life" is thus something which the sensitive
observer hears himself say as he compares his weaknesses
and shortcomings with the strengths of the statue. But
the purpose of the statue was not to create such shame.
It was to be. I may be embarrased that I cannot walk
across a stage or hold myself as beautifully as a dancer,
but the dancer does not seek my discomfiture. Nor
does the rose bloom to embarrass me with its beauty,
(though as I admire what it does in its sphere, and com
pare that with what I've done in mine, I ought to be
embarrassed.) This "ought" implies "fittingness" not ob
ligation.
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6. In your essay, "The Artist and Society", you argue for the import
ance of the artists to maintain a pure, uncorrupted consciousness. This
can be accomplished because "naturally the artist is an enemy of the
state. He cannot play politics, succumb to slogans and other simplifica
tions, worship heroes, ally himself with any party . .
Does this auto
matically damn a writer as important and gifted as Norman Mailer
because he sees the relationship of the artist to society in a different
way?

It does not matter what a writer's views or how he sees
himself, society, God, or General Motors. What matters
is how well he writes. While writing he has to forget all
the limiting opinions which, as an ordinary, public man,
he happens to hold. Mailer has no "negative capability"
in Keats' sense. I have never seen any reason to regard
Mailer as a serious artist. He is a publicist.
7. What do you see as the relationship between poetry and prose?
Why don't you write poetry, your style has so often been described as
lyrical and poetic.

I have always argued that the techniques of fiction were,
in fact, the techniques of the long poem. It is a very
complex business. Prose has to do with the business of
communicating ideas, situations, thoughts, data, opinions...
It burns itself up as it goes. A paper plate is meant to
hold its food, to serve, and then not to hang around. A
good story is not prose in this sense. Henry James does
not write prose. I have tried to write poetry but I cannot
manage its small closed forms. I often write doggeral,
which parodies poetry and makes use of my ineptness.
As a poet, in the customary sense, 1 am a total loss.
8. When did you start writing and why?

I don't know when I started writing (as a writer.) Nor
do I know why. Actually it was never a matter of "why".
Why does one eat, sleep, make love? I considered myself
committed to the writing life as early as 8 years. I reWhy I can't imagine. It was absurd.
member that.
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9. What early reading was important to you?

At one time all reading was important to me. I was
intoxicated by it.
I could not stop. I dream of those
lovely drunken days. Horatio Alger. Thomas Carlyle.
It did not matter. I remember, however, being oddly
and terribly shaken by Malory very early. But mostly
I read dime novels. Even Ellery Queen. In 10th grade,
I recall, there was "Disorder and Early Sprrow." I don't
know how many times as a child I read "Treasure Island,"
and I still think it is a beautifully written book. My reading
was hit and miss. I hated Ben Hur, all of Scott and Cooper,
Lorna Doone. "The Mill On The Floss," Tennyson, and Whit
man. Mostly I liked slop: With the Motorboat Boys on
the Mississippi, The Mask of the Red Death, Out-of the
Night. There was Alice, though, and Stevenson. . .Melville
Whatever I was reading was important to me. I was divinely
without taste.
10. What was the intellectual atmosphere at Kenyon like when you
were here? Was it stimulating for a would-be writer?

It was immediately after the Second World War. We
were, most of us, very serious. We thought college a
vacation. We were overjoyed to be out of the service,
away from the war. We pulled books over our heads
like blankets at a bundling. There isn't much intellectual
atmosphere at a bundling. I didn't notice any. I was
too busy cramming for graduate school. I drank a good
deal of beer and broke windows with the empty bottles.
I remember singing embarrasingly sentimental songs and
hanging on someone's arm like a wet towel. I studied
German eight hours a day. No intellectual atmosphere
there. When, in 1942, I'd come as a freshman, I'd found
the atmosphere heady. But what do freshman know? They
are impressed by everything. I wasn't a part of it. It
was like getting whiffs of somebody else's pot. It was
a while before I realized that a man has to make his
own weather.
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That way he can live in the sun through everybody
else's rain. When I came back to Kenyon after the war,
as 1 say, we were all immediately at work. At least I
was. I talked to books. I loved books. 1 fucked books.
A good book is the best lay. I couldn't make it with the
literary crowd. 1 couldn't get on HIKA. Things haven't
changed. 1 still can't get on HIKA. I'm thrown even by
merry-go-rounds. I had marvelous teachers: Rice, Aldrich,
Solomon. . .others. . .but I had no relationship with them
except during class. I don't know if it was stimulating for
a would-be writer or not, though I don't believe much in
the outside stimulus thing. You write well or you don't.
There are no excuses. I had set aside my writing, anyway,
until I'd got my Ph.D, and so I burrowed into philosophy.
I audited one of Ransom's classes, but I stayed away
from literature. Long before, I'd sworn a holy oath not
to be hombotherated by such stuff.
11. Was philosophy your first love and later writing, or vice-versa?
Did they interact from the start?

Literature was always my first love--always in the sense
that it never lost its dominance. But by literature, I mean
the writing of it. When reading or studying, I have pre
ferred history, biography, philosophy, anthropology, psy
chology. . .etc. But I got excited about philosophy late
in high school (Nietzsche. . .inevitably. . .and Schopenhauer)
. . .As a freshman I found-the Greeks. Even so, when I
came to college I thought of myself as a history major.
With respect to literature, I have always been arrogant
and unteachable. Philosophy and literature did begin to
interact for me very early. I think I was confused about
what I admired: thought or style. Now I believe that thought
is style, so that problem is "solved."
-Ross Posnock
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RUSTY FLASHES
Rusty flashes up the path
Toward a spot where
(Halting abruptly)
He whirls in a haze
And slices again through mist.
His howl stabs the night.
Racing his heartbeat,
Chasing phantoms,
He responds to the chemical:
A tincture of cruelty.
Tumbling into a heap,
All control lost to fear,
He lies whimpering
And begs Clarity
To pierce his weary eyes.
-Arthur Marx

NOT YET FIVE
Not yet five
I look up from my book
to check the clock
only a few hours after waking,
find that time has passed,
but not quickly:
occupied 1 had misjudged.
The sludge of regret
splotches the lamp-table
from a butt-filled ashtray:
my ugly dead things, Mother,
carcasses in a common grave.
-Arthur Marx
15

My Montreal Teacher
My Montreal teacher,
Your city is in the distance.
The pawn shops are closed this morning.
The money-lenders are off the street on Sundays.
It is time for your lesson to begin.
Here,
Take your guitar
And begin the lecture.
1 am eager to learn.
Here,
Take your guitar.
My teacher, my brother,
Let us journey to the village
Where the sacrifices are made.
A wedding is to be completed today-The wedding of fire to a saint.
If we stand close enough
The fire will warm us this morning.
Let us be prophets,
And in our rage
We shall topple the priests.
In our grace
We shall stop the sacrifice.
Hurry with me to the village *
For soon the fire will be kindled.
My teacher, my leader,
Look at your image in the mirror.
Age is casting his long shadow.
Your teeth are not so white as they were,
And your days are shorter this year.
Your nights are more difficult to protect.^
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Is it your voice that I hear
Or has an older man landed in my ear?
Teach me now
For I must sing a new song for the lady
Who will sit in your apartment tonight.
In a dream I saw Marianne returning.
In the wind I saw Edith dressing.
In the night I saw Jane sleeping.
Teach me now
For when the chilled breeze passes again
You will leave to heal a different student.
My teacher, my saint,
We cannot stay here any longer.
The neighbors say we are too wealthy,
And the building is falling from under our feet.
Here,
Take your guitar.
-Arthur Marx

Apres lui, le Deluge
Blankly through the house she blows,
coldly, slowly circulates.
But when her lover seeds her Oh I
How she precipitates.
Kerry Pechter
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At the Bogardus Farm
9-16-72
A million pocked and rusty apples
free for the plucking!
Where does an orphaned fruit farm go?
How do you put a fruit farm out to pasture?
Mrs. Bogardus, cheeks macintosh in the slick wind,
legs stubborn as a disowned Okie's, says,
"Take the land! Take it and good luck!"
(the chain stores plowed them under).
America! Where are your values?
So we swiped a sackful,
crammed our pockets.
-Kerry Pechter

A time of grace and magic
August Summer
Shoulder breaking the sun
Bending arms
Hands floating on backsA beginning too fragile,
a voice cracks
words fall to the floor,
shoulders gone
too long
without a resting touch.
-Bruce Betz
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Martin

•

you never spoke and
to my knowledge took no notes
I could have
called on you
could have run
you down
made you yield
as fist to cheek
you smiled
upon some
secret joke
that liberty was mine

r

you rambled so
on tests
I shrugged sighed
said B
invited
home with
others you still
said nothing
smiled
warily
at my puns
I recall you most
you seemed
a child
more
fragile
than they

V
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though that smile
adult
wrong
pierced
like a
knife
Struck
by a car
Driven (they say)
by a nun
why not?
any can kill
with slip of foot or
mind or eye
strained shocked lost
behind walls
behind desks
behind habit
though that is not (now)
my point
as you rode a bicycle
a child's death
your death
Martin
1 call
I beg
you now
in your silence
to accept
to forgive
this license
-Karl Kopp
20

To the Man from Porlock: a reverie

suppose the man from Xanadu
had interrupted
you
"We owe a lot to Doctor Williams.
as I'm sure he did others
If the man from Porlock interrupts
at times in Porlock and
us now, we just put him in the poem."
elsewhere
--Theodore Enslin, in conversation
(I cannot find Porlock
by the way
though I looked for your town
in the Encyclopedia Brittanica
meanwhile Coleridge is there
and Kubla too
, even Alph the sacred river)
or had detained you
above an hour

and did you know that you were
interrupting?
was there no sign no show
like
CAUTION: GENIUS AT WORK!
to give you pause?
could you not have
coughed discreetly rapped softly with
your knuckles on the
cottage door
and waited?
or did you holler COLERIDGE!
I SAY COLERIDGE OPEN UP!
' (Wordsworth had a vicious dog
they say
to snarl fools like you away
picnickers autograph seekers Sunday strollers
busybodies who
crossed his walks his poems
at moments of their birth
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all but idiots young and old
or rural types a-threshing or a-begging
no you did not interrupt your way into any of his poems
cheek by jowl by illiterate shepherds
leech gatherers highland lassies and
barefoot Cumberland tots)
and did you know that he was stoned?
or did he make you up?
(that's a thought
Porlock but another name
for Xanadu
yourself great Kubla's alter ego
all in the mind)
meanwhile you exist anthologized
a footnote
arch-bumbler
mundane spoiler of
reveries however induced
the kettle that boils over
the baby that cries
the telephone that rings
SAMUEL IT'S FOR YOU
the fire alarm
the rumbling of bowels
the loud voice outside
the news that just can't wait
Death a footnote a
'
person on business from Porlock
fated Ever
to interrupt
a trifle stout
dignified in soft brown suit vest
knee-breeches I see sensible shoes
your hair wispy grey
soft amiable face rather ruddy and
with an oaken stick
for poets' dogs
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puffing a bit from
your walk all the way to
the Great Man's House
twice five miles for all I know
from Porlock
in your inside pocket sheafs of papers
for Coleridge
to initial or sign
bills perhaps
and perhaps you quaff a glass or two
of water tea ale
from a cool stone mug let's suppose
before the long walk back to
Porlock
real fancied or imagined
I could not find
until
grace to the late
man from Rutherford
you knocked
within my mind
-Karl Kopp

OCTOBER BIRD
1 have paused
In the dank autumn dark
of wind-stroked grass,
And leant upon the rusted
rows of jagged gates;
I have waited by the stone-watched depths
Where ghost of truth would wearily
arise and evanesce
Before these molding fingers
could attempt embrace.
Yet I have plead.
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I have plead,
"Oh, linger just an instant moreWhat more can lie beyond?"
But my words,
Like some ghastly frozen ball,
Have rolled into the evening,
Melting ever-back.
And in the thicket of my
humble drumbling heart
I think that 1 have known;
For I think that 1 have been,
Though not of men, not of gentle grainNor quite of wet-winged winter birds
Which tremble in the snows.
Then what the pulsing power?
What wound its way about this heart
To break that soundless womb
So here, here could 1 doubt
Still moist from the descent?
And in the star-cloaked North Wind night
1 have seen them winging
To their homes beyond the sea,
While their gaudy frost-flecked wings
Scrape against the turgid sky.
Their shadows pass invisibly
As warped black crosses on a blacker ground.
Know, too, that I have entered,
I have ventured through the
Blood-black creaking doors
And hurt with fear.
-Diane Cohen
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Sitting on the Rimrock
You were sitting on the rimrock
carving figures in chalk-grey rock dust
as 1 leaned against the bark
colored salt of a birch tree.
You never really knew I was watching,
did you?
You thought 1 was elsewhere:
hiking through woods
or writing poetry. . .
Brown eyes widened as I
hid behind the branches;
peering as you smiled
in boyhood glee.
I didn't want you to see me then
as the figures in the rock-dust
would have vanished
and the smile that seared through you
would have been startled away.
So that is why I left you
sitting on the rimrock.
Like a fawn I quietly traipsed my
way back through the forest.
Leaving you, my friend in that
acquiescent aura,
has given me reason to think of you
in still and quiet moments.
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-Edna Kovacs

a poem
of fear
of dark
of
blood of
death
in the ago i fantasized a poem
oedipan in execution,
miraged with distortion:
Darkness
Darkness
All is darkness;
nothing else remains.
Glint of steel
Sharp.
Solid.
Cold.
Move stealthily.
Creak.
Slowly.
Smile.
Fast
Rip.
Red
Red
Billowing from terros cosmos
One. Two. All is done.
Just a short gasp left, then
To settle back comfortably and
watch them die.
fantasies these fantasies
never approach
the Real
somehow i think maybe i
can rid myself of this awful vision:
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the room outside my own is dark
and twine connects the ceiling light
to the door downstairs
clothes hung over the railing
the images connect
in a nightmare fixed patterns
the blood makes pretty pictures on the wall
drum beats acoustic bass strings
screaming sax
i think john coltrane knew
a love supreme
there is no good/no evil
over
like black
clothes like hooded black
rope strung over the rafter
connected their bodies like twins
strangled by umbilical cord
o god o god
gouged
the feast of gorge
Oedipus in all his gore
never saw what the blind man knew
--Kevin Martin
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Gail, Gale?
An empty story
A quiet desperation every day
Like so many others
She's a bit
Of tattered paper
Blown away
No Gale
Just Gail
Alone to face
The evening dark
A somber army
An invisible band
People you won't give
A second glance
Wandering a windy sidewalk
Wishing everybody wasn't there
And buying trinkets
For their dismal rooms
Swingers, hard hearted playmates
Routinely playing
Hollowly at love
It's charming exercise
To roll around
Then gather up your clothes
And drive away
Wishing that there'd been
Some time to talk
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Empty rooms
A couple bucks a night
For Gail and all the others
To reside
The mystery of loneliness
How someone has a voice
But never speaks
How someone has their love
But no one else
I walked windy streets
From dusk 'til morning
Something
Keeps crying out my name
Under every misty streetlight
Hissing from the wheels
Of distant cars
The same old chanting
"Can't you see
There's something wrong?"
I could write a story
Or a poem
About someone no one knows
And mean myself
And have it ramble twenty pages
Saying nothing
Hearing bells toll
"See, there's something wrong"
I think too long's been spent
Disgorging lines of words
1 think that 1 have lived
To see myself outmoded
I know that people's
Lives go on
Even after poets go to bed
1 know a parasite
When 1 see one
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-Larry Beck

FACT OF THE FAMILY
The old woman, cheeks thin but rosy (her son-in-law
thought they looked like they were rubbed with ripe fruit -apples or juicy cherries) felt sweat on her neck and under
her arms. The sun was hot on the porch; she regretted
the scraggly way it curled her hair, caused her to squint
her eyes, because she knew she looked even older now than
usual. Not for herself did she mind but for Janet, whose
legs were long and white on the chair in front of her, who
was reluctant to talk, who probably did not trust her the
older she looked. The old woman was aware that the blood
in Janet was somehow her own blood, passed through Barbara
to be sure, but still there was something of her own body
juice in this silent creature. The fact that they shared red
knowledgeable blood (blood had its secrets) she wished she
could articulate to the girl. She felt blood was ageless; hers
was no older than Janet's, though her bones were, her skin
certainly was. She didn't know for sure: did blood renew
itself? She had let her mind grow careless towards facts
like that. A bird was singing. She felt strongly aware of
her sweaty flesh now, as the girl leaned towards the bowl
on the little table between them, the table with the napkin
and the book of poetry Barbara had bought her. Does she
take the strawberries because she likes them or because
she has nothing else to do with her hands? Brushing hair
off her forehead (the sun poured into her eyes, shocking in
its glare, warm upon her legs through the yellow-checked
shirt) the old woman, whose name was Belle, looked at the
girl's thin plucked eyebrows.
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My mother and my grandmother have a closeness but
are they alike? Somehow Janet doubted it. The straw
berries were sour under the gritty sugar on their red
skins. The sourness and sweetness was pungent in her
hungry mouth.
(This girl loved salami and mustard.
This girl touched her breasts in the bathtub, made her
nipples harder, the look in her face defiant, embarrassed,
severe.
No one knew this. She draped the washcloth
over her body in ways that she thought made her look
sexy. The wet old white material of the washcloth clung
to her breasts and she felt hot and restlessly sweet
between her legs. Her toes were tense then. This girl
also dreamed in bathtubs and shivered stepping out of
them, counting the seconds while the cold air attacked
her.
Always she managed to get the towel on her wet
skin before she reached sixteen. That was what she
relied on.)
My Easter vacations I was hardly with my family at
all, Belle thought, smoothing the material over her legs.
(Janet looked at the yellow and white checks--the yellow
so dark it reminded her of the strong taste of egg yolk
at breakfast that morning. She had dipped her buttered
toast into the liquid; some crumbs had got caught in the
yolk on her lips and she'd licked at it all morning, till
she had washed her face for this visit. She loved the
taste of slightly crusty salty egg yolk. She had banished
it with sweet peppermint toothpaste. Now her breath
tasted sour like the strawberries.) "Janet would you
like to hear something of my days at college? 1 can
remember it well, does that surprise you? It was so
important to me that I remember certain things clear
as I see you. (Clearer maybe, she thought). We were
only the second year of women at my school, you know.
We felt so special. Sometimes the professors started
their lectures:
"Gentlemen, today--oh--uh" then they
would blush, or bluster around, or joke--"oh, and ladies--."
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I got annoyed at them when they made jokes. But so
often I felt really proud, excited to be there. There al
most aren't the right-meaning words to express what
it felt like to be a woman at school then, since the whole
situation in time has passed. Sometimes you can't express
something correctly--words don't piece together right.
When I say to you it was excitement and pride you can't
really know, I'm afraid, what I mean by those words."
The girl, nodding abruptly, seemed to like her meander
ing about word meanings, and Belle felt giddy. It seemed
the girl was romantic--her grandmother felt glad to the
core of her to realize that. "Janet" (the name reminded
Belle of a creamy bland pudding) "my first year at school
is actually a blur, one picture mainly in my mind, not
many different scenes. Do you want to hear?
The sun, Janet felt, was gleaming on her warm cheeks.
She felt she was blushing. Yes, she was interested. Did
her grandmother think, realize, that Janet looked like a
fish? "Tell me."
"Freshman year was mostly for me a year of girls--we
were always together, five of us. I only write to two of
them now." She didn't want to say that Anita was dead.
She could accept it, but it seemed cruel to tell to this
pale-cheeked girl, whose breasts were so soft and vul
nerable, even foolish-looking, under the pale green tee
shirt. "We were very athletic then. We played a lot of
tennis and we went for long walks--we giggled a lot-I have pictures of us all together, with our arms around
each other's waists. We were always confiding in each
other, about little things as well as big. Do you know
what 1 mean?"
Sun glittering down at her, Janet knew she did. As she
shaded her eyes with her hand her grandmother's words
floated somewhere on the surface of her mind, as if it
were Belle who didn't really understand, know all there.
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I was to know, about passionate girl-friendships. (Janet
had a friend named Alice, whom she loved. Alice's mouth
was redder than her own, and the grass in front of her
j, house was healthy bright green. She hadn't come home
this Easter vacation and Janet was glad; she didn't want
the girl to see her this shaky way she had been the past
month. In the summer she and Alice had drunk much to
mato juice in Alice's kitchen, often hearing from upstairs
the mother yelling at her younger children. Alice had a
boyfriend Tom who always made purple marks on her
neck. Janet read "Women in Love" that long summer and
loved to think of the two of them as Gudrun and Ursula,
sipping tomato juice and Alice smoking cigarettes. They
talked about God and morality in war as well as the one
topic that made them lean closer, talk more softly, their
s's hissing in the whispers. Sex--that was this summer
overwhelming Alice (Janet knew the girl wasn't as calm
as she sounded about all the new surprising touching of
her body that Tom initiated, and this knowledge made
her feel even fonder of her friend, who hated to admit
weaknesses. Who never talked about her angry mother.)
Janet herself that summer went to parties with a boy
named Ned, who wrestled all through high school. He
wore a silver ring on his finger and he kissed her with
both large hands on her neck. He only took her out for
two weeks--till his relatives from California came to
visit--and she in conversations with Alice could only
talk knowledgeably of his agressive corn-tasting wet kisses.
But she was very good at spinning dreams. She could
never spin them out loud to anyone but Alice, whose finger
tips were brown with nicotine , whose breath smelled
old while her eyes widened. She felt cynical now, thinking
of the voluptuous words she had breathed to Alice that
summer in her blue shorts, younger.
.fluttering feeling?"
she had said, her heart pounding. Lately she felt much
smarter about herself, felt she'd been blind before. Lately
she had realized she didn't want any boy's hands touching
her in those private places--she shrank from those hands-and she was this Easter trying to forget her shame.
I am so young, she thought.
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My friends and I tried hard to do well in mathematics
so the boys wouldn't laugh at us" Belle said, putting
two strawberries between her dry-feeling lips. "But
after the first year I dropped math altogether. I took
literature courses mostly. I gloried in them. Janet (she
was impatient with the desire to strike some response
in the girl, some surprise. She would tell her--) "the
word glory--do you ever think certain words remind
you of foods? Its faint in me now but when I was younger
the word glory sounded to me like purple--like grape
jelly spread out on a windowsill, with sun shining on it
in silvery lines: glory. Its funny but for several years
now the word has had some green in it. But when I was
younger it was all purple" (she hated repeating herself).
"Anyway" (the girl had only looked surprised, not particularly
pleased) "I began in my second year to really, really love
literature." Always when she said something like this
she knew she was trying so hard to convince the others
of her love of literature because she herself felt weak,
uncertain, regretful inside about the way she'd never done
anything about that love. Never published anything, or
lectured like her friend Georgette: no one even knew or
cared that in her junior year Professor Garnett had
praised her. 'Belle,' he had said, 'this paper has as much
lucidity as it has true convincing passion. Now she had
to have people believe that she had really cared; even if
sjje had never done anything about it she had to have people
know how much she loved, understood, the great writers.
How she had cried over Keats (his letters to Fanny Brawne).
How she had responded to Wordsworth so deeply that she
had told Anita, at twenty, she had the strongest impression
parts of him had been reincarnated in her. No one in
this family had ever understood what it all meant to
her. When she was younger, quicker-moving, she had felt
most independent in libraries; at forty she had felt lucky
to have this special pursuit that carried her away; above
the stove, Barbara's petulance, her husband Jack's concern
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with money. But now that she could only get books when
other people brought them to her (Barbara's gift was bright
red-covered next to the green bowl) she was frustrated
and often full of soft unclear grief. She no longer felt
she had a grip on literature--there were scores of new ideas
she was unaware of. She was at the mercy of her daughter's
taste. People called reading her hobby, and she realized
no one had ever recognized her at all in that respectful
way she'd anticipated, ever since Professor Garnett. Some
times her children even seemed indulgent of her passion,
or careless with it. . .Barbara's stew last night had been
full of meat, potatoes, tomatoes, onions, and the pride
in her face as they spooned it in hungry, eager, had made
Belle feel that peculiar love she only felt for this one of
her offspring (for her sons it was somehow more passion
ate, more crisp, less with a sense of fully understanding
them, more with a sense that she must keep on her toes).
Barbara had never come near understanding this side of
her mother--she had so much of Jack's soul in her, Belle
thought. She was quick with numbers; she had four beauty
marks on her face. She was fervently loyal to the family,
and she loved birds. She was sentimental--she cried
at weddings, her drawers were full of sachet. She brought
Belle chocolate cake once a week, creamy rich sweet.
"Anyway, in one of my English classes sophomore year
there was this boy Stephen, Janet. He was dark, with
hazel eyes, and his nose was long, and he was thin. 1
see him perfectly--but who knows what he looks like
now?
He had quite a crush on me; he really thought 1
was beautiful. He once said my hair was like silk--he
said it shyly. He was one of the most intelligent people
I have ever known. He was--how can 1 say it?--reserved
in some ways; he'd never even come over to me at meals,
1 had to go over to him."
But I look like a fish, Janet thought, scratching her
neck. These days above all she wanted to be an animal--not
a fish, with her white complexion, so skinny. Any real
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woman was an animal, with dark hair, warm tanned cheeks,
and a smell under her dress. . .a strong but subtle smell,
tantalizing, between her legs. Richer than her faint wet
smell. A smell with childbirth in it. Janet was (no one
knew this) worried about the pain of childbirth. Everyone
else in her family, it seemed to her, was as deeply, nat
urally maternal as they breathed. They were all real
women:
even if her mother sometimes seemed silly
she was strong--with milk, Janet thought, that she fed
me with. With Dad always wanting to hug her. Meat she
cooks and meat is in her and most every other woman.
Someday?
"Listen Janet" The old woman's voice sounded strident
to the girl, who sat up straighter, her breasts jiggling.
"This was one of the most important things in my whole
life, though not many people in this family even know
his name."
In the kitchen Barbara ate a tuna fish sandwich, looked
at the unopened blueberry yogurt next to her and wanted
only a few spoonfuls of it. She felt that sensation that
welled up in her at odd, unreasonable times. It did seem
a sensation to her, since it involved no thought or defin
able emotion. It was discomfort, a feeling of being some
how out of place--though now she was in a kitchen as
familiar to her as her own, seven miles away. The tuna
fish was salty in her mouth, the apple juice sweet. She
heard her mother's voice say "flattered" and then grow
indistinct again. She thought of the spaglietti she would
make for dinner tonight. Tomorrow was Tuesday, roast
beef night always--that was what Sam loved: to know that
every Tuesday night, no matter how hard or tiring work
was, he would come home and get her good juicy roast
beef.
"When they were both dating me" the old woman said,
"I felt torn in half. You see I leaned in what I felt were the
deepest parts of my soul to Stephen. When we were to-
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gether--this may sound trite to you, but it was like poetry.
She felt excited now, hotter than ever before this afternoon.
There was sweat above her upper lip, her hair was heavy
on her forehead. "He always quoted poetry, but never
flamboyantly, always as if it meant so much to him,
that quiet way. He never joked about females being at
school
1 think--1 know—he sincerely loved me. At
parties-it was all very strict then, but you know how
young people always manage to get around things— he
was aloof, but respected, do you know what 1 mean?
felt like 1 was floating when 1 danced with him. . .And yet,
in another way 1 knew, in a core of me, I wanted Jack.
He was the man with the strong arms, and the dark eyes,
and that healthiest love of fruits and swimming and Walt
Whitman. She wondered if she could explain it that simple
way to Janet.
Those things-with the memories, the
visions they evoked--summed it up for her: why it had
finally been him, not Stephen.
But to the girl they d
just be traits like any others--general, applicable to scores
of men, without the peculiar, physical sense of the man
the words carried for her. Besides--this came as a shock
for a moment; she had thrust herself back into college
so deeply I--Janet had only known Jack as a shriveled
old man with a harsh voice and a love of teaching his
grandchildren to swim. She suddenly realized no words
would today pass her lips about Jack to this girl. / out
Stephen--whom she'd always thought she felt so much more
delicately about, with her soul feeling romantically akin
to his, with her hopes of a pale gold color--she could
speak now, and with pleasure, even as it still impressed
her as dramatic (so sad, that last goodbye before the
summer!) But about Jack-the normal one, the stable
one, the wonderful husband--she couldn t say a wor ,
a word would diffuse and lessen what she felt for him,
for the memory of him. She nodded with vehemence as
she chewed a strawberry, picked an ant off the arm o
her chair. "Anyway, 1 was so close j:o my girlfriends
there, Anita and Georgette and Marian--.
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Sometimes she is ordinary, she is boring--now I want
to get away. Her skin is so wrinkled. But sometimes she
gives hints--that talk about glory. I see a red color
in that word. She would be surprised if I told her about
my food descriptions. . .The inside of Janet's thigh itched.
Lately she was always writing down descriptions of foods:
Rich spicy sauced pizza (did my grandmother ever taste
pizza?) Dark hot steak. Coolness of chilled chocolate
bars. Her description of her mother's stew had tasted
far better to her, in her mind, than the stew itself, and
that worried her: there was something frightening about
words being more potent than her own life--and in many
forms, many instances, that seemed to be the general
tone of her life lately, queerly. Listening to her record
player certain songs called up in her a feeling of ex
citement and energy that she never felt otherwise. It
was unnatural, it was a grating fact: her excitement was
purely of the music, contained in it--where was it in her
own, actual life? She thought of her life these days as
having a particular yellow-brown color to it, like pale
mustard--felt her existence as thin-aired, serious, con
cerned. Often there was a taste in her mouth that seemed
to her like dark yellow cheese. She had hoped this vacation
would change things. But it was only a continuation, in
ternally, of her life at school the last month. As the sun
hurt her eyes now she knew there were pale unformed
parts in her that hung back a little from a blazing other
people had entered. Parts that kept her dreaming but
waiting outside of the line. Courage? She felt it would
take courage to fling herself over the line, into the blazing;
courage even though she yearned to do this. To dance
close to and then embrace a boy with no hesitation. She
scratched her thigh again. In the bathtub she had realized
that for all her dreams that made her body hot, made her
legs stretch and lengthen, she did not really like the idea
of a boy's heavy demanding body on hers at all. She
wanted her body exactly as it was then, submerged in
the rocking water: clean, untouched, whole. She feared^
the prospect of someone pushing through, breaking into
her physically, painfully. It seemed enticing in slow dreams
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but far too rough if she thought of it as actually soon
occurring. The whiteness of her body during that bath
was less offensive to her than usual.
The girl called herself pathetic. Thomas Hardy was
a partial comfort to read (in her room in the dormitory,
room that smelled eternally of the oranges she ate. There
were stiffening curled dirty peels on the floor beside
her chair.)
Hardy called what she felt purity. . .Her
grandmother's green eyes were upon her. "I love food"
Janet said. If her grandmother had lived so much, could
she give her the secret?
"We always used to have lots of cakes at our parties"
the old woman said. "We made our own lemon frosting.
I could tell you what it was like to dance then. . .Anita
siad to steer clear of any man that had his hand too tight
or pressing on your back. She was a wonderful girl:
in our junior year she wrote an extraordinary paper on
William Blake. . ."
'William Blake' In the kitchen Barbara tried to summon
up recognition of the name she heard spoken enthusiastically
by her mother. The old woman always surprised her with
these names she never spoke for years--then suddenly there
they were. William Blake. Tasting the blueberry mixture
in her mouth she could produce no memory of Blake except,
mysteriously, the image of a dirty, sooty, coughing child-and she could tell that out on the porch they were discussing
a set of ideas, a philosophy of something. This was it:
at this moment in the blue-walled neat kitchen, sweet
harsh blueberry taste in her mouth, she felt that discomfort
intensify, as she felt aware of her mother and daughter dis
cussing someone named William Blake. There was some
thing she had never grasped, that her mother always seemed
to discuss with other people, some world of ideas and
nuances--a world that she had a faint impression of but
could never fit into with confidence, never walk into a room
of it. At times she thought her mother even felt scornful
of her for this. She had brought Janet her today because
the girl was mopey--her hair was stringy, she gobbled
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breakfast silently, she wore no underwear. And now (the
woman shook her head) here she was feeling uncomfortable
because they were talking without her!
She finished her yogurt, heard her daughter say 'school/
She went to the sink. She, Barbara, moved through life
usually with a feeling of security, of pleasure: she loved
her brick, cool-roomed house, Sam was so dear to her,
the children were generally healthy. (Peter's teeth. No
more syrup). She felt, while her friend Kathleen complained,
was still unsettled, that she herself had found (almost
miraculously, as if a keen silver needle had directed her,
she felt at some moments) exactly the place where she
belonged: wife of this man, mother of these particular two
thin-boned children. All of her nightgowns were blue, her
pots strong. There were scratchy Italian records that Sam
loved. And yet this uncomfortable feeling came upon her
once in a while, when she felt there was something she had
missed, or never looked into (for surely if she had looked
into it she could have grasped it as well as her mother, as
Janet probably did, as her sister-in-law Elaine). Sometimes
at a play, when the emotion was poignant in her and tears
came to her eyes, she felt aware of something noble--something difficult but (profound seemed a perfect word in her
mind at this moment) -- that seemed constantly present,
even required, in this world of theater that Sam's brother
and Elaine rushed about in, in the books her mother loved.
Ah, she could not truly grasp it all now; it floated above her
mind, out of reach of precise thought, as she rinsed the
silverware. Yogurt was clotted between the prongs of her
fork. But sitting in the theater, old pearls on, often she
strained forward in her seat as if striving to grasp those
moments of intense comprehension and embroider them into
her life. The word insight, that her friend Kathleen always
used, seemed applicable. To understand more, to express
more in words: at certain moments she felt with something
like an ache the value of this. . .that she had never truly
concentrated on. It seemed to her that she had never thought
of things like this when she was young, so busy. I never had
time, she thought. She saw herself at the zoo, in front of.
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the birds' cages. She had spent many hours there; the birds
pleased her enormously. When she had been separated from
Sam that junior year in college the birds had comforted her,
though no one had ever understood how. Their noise, their
vivid, dirty wings, sharp beaks: she saw them now, and felt
content, smoothed, even (finally) special, a bit smug, after
a moment of recalling them in detail, as no one else she
knew could. She poured milk into a white pitcher and with
a feeling of confidence brought it, along with some more
strawberries, out to the porch.
Her toes felt cramped (I must buy new black shoes) but
she felt strong, noting Janet's bare feet, Belle's eyes
bright--she felt strongly aware of the birds she loved,
their noisy unthinking unafraid spirits. They were in her
mind as she set down the pitcher. I do not only love the
birds for what they look like, she admonished Janet and
her mother in her mind as those two sat on the porch
silent now. There is more to them -- that 1 feel. 1 have
always felt it -- silontly, without thought, I know something
of them that is not physical, not touchable like their feathers.
I know something you two have no hints of. She thought this
calmly, proudly, even as she loved them. Even as (leaving
the porch) she hoped in an instinctive, barely conscious
part of her mind that the two would fill their mouths with
the good-tasting berries, the healthy milk.
The light of the sun glittered in Belle's eyes as she
leafed through the poetry book on her lap; it streamed on
the pages. Janet tilted her head back, dropped the sour
sugared fruit down her throat. The milk she sipped tasted
warm and thick. Janet felt the milk on her gums, felt aware
of her jaws, and then aware of meat. — These days she
sank her teeth into meat with such a feeling of lust that her
teeth felt like weapons; it wasn't all pleasure, it was almost
painful, so sharp it felt these days to eat hot steak. The
thought as she chewed (with spicy ketchup on her tongue)
that blood oozed out of the cooked meat (which once dis
gusted her, still frightened her little brother) made her
feel tough, careless, fearless. -- Her hair smelled like
wheat to her now, as it always did when it was dirty: grainy,
almost smoky, like the outdoors. She loved it thus, sniffed.
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now at the strands near her cheek. The most important thing,
she thought, wishing for a pencil, is to feel your body -- the
bones and muscles of your body -- welded, solid sure
together, with all the stuff (so much!) of your soul. She
felt heady, her brain wide, as it did sometimes when reading,
when an author made her feel aware of new levels, new
colors to things. She loved that aspect of reading, joyously.
"Maybe all I ever want is to feel something new" she said
out loud, bravery felt in her arms, legs. The old lady looked
up.
She had scarcely been reading the poetry at all; she had
sat searching her mind for something to say to the girl in
front of her so that Janet, who was her blood, would
remember her lovingly, respectfully. Belle felt, as she
pushed a curl off her hot neck, aware that Janet was full of
questions -- she felt a flow of pride, and indeed lucky, that
she, Belle, was sitting across from her: older, full of
experience, of knowledge. Perhaps if she could say the wise
thing, the perfect thing, the girl would rise exhilarated,
fresh (would have to wash her hair though, Belle felt -- she
felt it viscerally: the hair was messy, was smelly) and
remember her grandmother as the one who had helped her
in this difficult Easter time of being eighteen. It was a
delicious feeling, like cool liquid on her body. I know I am
vain, she thought, and I should be a little bit ashamed of
myself. But oh (she smoothed her collar) I do want to help
her. I want her to be able to seize what counts in this life.
Belle knew how at eighteen (here were a million streams,
conflicts, and one felt torn if forced to make choices.
Stephen's and Jack's faces as they were sophomore year
had never faded in her mind-- had had such impact that
sometimes she still felt amazed by the drama of it all,
recalling conversations, details. She felt suddenly, with
consternation, that even now, this moment, there was a
stream, scores of currents, flowing at her, and she could
not choose out of them one thing that she could present to
Janet. There was Barbara in the kitchen, and the sentimental
poetry in her hand, and her friend Georgette's last unhappy
letter. There was-The play she had started this noon -42

"Krapp's Last Tape" -- and the book she had read last night,
Barrie's "The Little Minister." There were Janet's breasts,
" soft, nipples showing so that Belle was every few moments
struck by them anew. There was this terrible sun. All
threw their effects on her, washed over her now; she felt
them invisibly covering her. Janet's eyes were on the book.
What is the most important thing in the world, Belle asked
herself mockingly, thinking how children asked things like
that. And in the sun she felt her stomach full as she heard
a radio playing in the kitchen. One picture rose up in her
mind, demanding to be told. She heard the words behind her
lips and they were what she had to say (for herself she had
to say them-- they were what had been most important to
her. Janet might, or might not, be able to use them). The
picture in her mind seemed to the old woman in the sun
actually a fact of the family --a crucial fact, embracing in
a misty way Janet's own birth within that family.
"When a boy in my class died" she started, "1 found out
that he used to burn a candle in his room at night, so I burned
one every night for a month. It affected us all so much that
he died. Anita wore all black at the funeral--the sun was hot
then but the air was much dryer -- she had the creamiest
skin with a tiny pink mouth. I cried there. Stephen was
totally silent at the funeral, and I knew he felt -- with me.
I knew he was going back to his room to think about it all,
maybe write. . . But Jack, who wasn't there-- he hadn't
known the boy-- brought me flowers that night. Pansies
that he knew I loved-- all velvet. He was so hot, and he had
shaving nicks on his clean neck that 1-- (loved, she finished
in her mind, wind cooling her forehead). "I was mooning in
my room, needing something good to come, to prove to me
life was important, good -- I shouldn't just brood about
what it meant to die young. And he came" she finished,
wanting Janet, who looked surprised, her eyes big, to
respond to this, to know how she had felt that dry afternoon
when he came to her room, "and he came to my room, and
he knew -- he was the one who knew what would be good-- he
was the one who brought flowers."
%

-De bra Ratner
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The caterpillars' webbed tents
had been erected days before.
Strangling gossamer billowed
in the gently warm wind.
The winter before he left
some of his flesh on a door handle,
the blood flowed slowly from the wound
into the bitter air.
Now he sat in the dampness
of a hill soon after sunrise,
he folded and released his clammy palm.
The ridged scars
hard, sweaty, white,
rose and rolled
imitating the o so slow
motion of the hills glistening
across the valley
riding the shrinking crust
of the earth.
Ice was siill beneath his flesh.
Morning lightened the damp veil
draped upon the stones and fields
burning all the color from it.
The grey webs
remained
the wind
the leaves
released
turning and turning away.

-Michael Davis
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A Convocation
Driving fast over and down
past fields
fields divided
with broken posts
creepers tangled
among the rusted wires
a convocation,
buzzards
were clustered
flapping their wings
away
as 1 drove past
they flew
tired wings
cupped the air
on tangled in the branches
of a small tree.
It was fall
and
more birds migrating birds
flocked wheeling
unrecognizable
points on a screen.
How do the birds talk?
A boy
I knew:
he
heard them
calling his name
Steve! Steve!
from the trees
listening
drawn back
I slowed and turned
around
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Writing Poetry
There is, close by,
an incessant murmur
or perhaps it is the calling voice of a
great distance, I am not sureToo low for constant attention,
yet I find myself again
and again bent and
straining in a listening attitude.
Oh if only I could
set down the melody,
the even ripples sighing on its flow,
the beauty of that
small grey brook,
washing
washing
washing
on my bones.
Poor clumsy fingers
mine, that send such
heavy booted words
to dance the music;
I tell you, it is
the harp playing in the
hush of a
symphony
-Celia Watson
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Thank You to Richard Statman.
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